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Amino acid substitution matrices are essential tools for protein sequence analysis, ho-
mology sequence search in protein databases and multiple sequence alignment. The 
PAM matrix was the first widely used amino acid substitution matrix. The BLOSUM se-
ries then succeeded the PAM matrix. Most substitution matrixes were developed by us-
ing the statistical frequency of substitution between each amino acid at blocks repre-
senting groups of protein families or related proteins. However, substitution of amino 
acids is based on the similarity of physiochemical properties of each amino acid. In this 
study, a new approach was used to obtain major physiochemical properties in multiple 
sequence alignment. Frequency of amino acid substitution in multiple sequence align-
ment database and selected attributes of amino acids in physiochemical properties da-
tabase were merged. This merged data showed the major physiochemical properties 
through principle components analysis. Using factor analysis, these four principle com-
ponents were interpreted as flexibility of electronic movement, polarity, negative 
charge and structural flexibility. Applying these four components, BAPS was construct-
ed and validated for accuracy. When comparing receiver operated characteristic (ROC50) 
values, BAPS scored slightly lower than BLOSUM and PAM. However, when evaluating 
for accuracy by comparing results from multiple sequence alignment with the structural 
alignment results of two test data sets with known three-dimensional structure in the 
homologous structure alignment database, the result of the test for BAPS was compar-
atively equivalent or better than results for prior matrices including PAM, Gonnet, 
Identity and Genetic code matrix.
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INTRODUCTION

Protein sequence alignment is a method used to find homology 
among different proteins and is consequently a powerful tool 
for predicting protein structure and function. Homology was 
based on specific groups according to specific physiochemical 
properties of amino acids. Substitution matrices, which de-
scribe the relationship between each amino acid quantitatively, 
were studied to improve accuracy1-6.
 PAM and BLOSUM matrices are commonly used alignment 
programs. PAM matrix is a mutation probability matrix based 
on evolutionary distance1,7. BLOSUM series was constructed 
using the substitution frequency between amino acids from 
PROSITE, which contains information concerning conserved 
regions between related proteins in a protein family8. PAM se-
ries, BLOSUM series and most substitution matrices use only 
statistical information from the sequence alignment database. 
However, this statistical information is limited to sequence 
alignment data and can be further improved using structural 
information. When comparing sequences, a matrix based on 
structural information is essential for accurate and efficient 
predictions concerning protein structure and function9,10.
 Structure based matrices were developed to satisfy this re-
quirement11,12. However, these matrices were constrained by 
structural data set size. The structure block matrix was con-
structed in an attempt to overcome this problem13. Although, 
this matrix considered even more properties involved in pro-
tein conformation, the lack of data sets in the structure data-

base in comparison to data sets from the sequence database 
continued to be a reoccurring problem. New methods using 
substitution matrices were studied14-18.
 This study fused the substitution frequency between amino 
acids from PROSITE and the data of physiochemical properties 
of amino acids. The fused resulting data reflects key amino acid 
physicochemical properties to align protein sequences. The 
number of dimensions decreased through principle compo-
nent analysis. And the resulting principle components were ap-
plied to make a substitution matrix. The new substitution ma-
trix, Block based Amino acid Physiochemical properties Substi-
tution matrix (BAPS), shows the utility of this study. Several 
major potential physiochemical properties are selected to make 
the matrix. BAPS was then compared with seven other matrices 
by receiver operated characteristic (ROC50) values and structur-
al alignment tests.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Factor analysis with principle component analysis
The transform value of the 20 amino acid physiochemical prop-
erties (Table 1) for the 387,240 columns was determined by fac-
tor analysis. The transform value signifies the influence of the 
20 physiochemical properties on each column. Using principle 
component analysis (PCA), four out of 20 resulting factors were 
selected according to eigenvalue and scree plot in Figure 1. Fac-
tors preceding drastic slope changes on the scree plot and with 
eigenvalues greater than 1 were chosen. As shown in Table 2, 
factor loading scores for the four factors were then rotated by 
varimax. The four factors consist of a set of unique properties 
based on high absolute loading scores.
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Figure 1. Scree plot of principle component analysis.

Table 1. Selected attribute of amino acid to the structure and function

Accession
   number

Data description

BEGF750101 Conformational parameter of inner helix (Beghin-Dirkx, 1975)
BEGF750102 Conformational parameter of beta-structure (Beghin-Dirkx, 1975)
BEGF750103 Conformational parameter of beta-turn (Beghin-Dirkx, 1975)
BHAR880101 Average flexibility indices (Bhaskaran-Ponnuswamy, 1988)
CHAM810101 Steric parameter (Charton, 1981)
CHAM820101 Polarizability parameter (Charton-Charton, 1982)
CHAM830107 A parameter of charge transfer capability (Charton-Charton, 1983)
CHAM830108 A parameter of charge transfer donor capability 

   (Charton-Charton, 1983)
CHOC760102 Residue accessible surface area in folded protein (Chothia, 1976)
DAWD720101 Size (Dawson, 1972)
DAYM780201 Relative mutability (Dayhoff et al., 1978b)
EISD860101 Solvation free energy (Eisenberg-McLachlan, 1986)
FASG760101 Molecular weight (Fasman, 1976)
FASG760103 Optical rotation (Fasman, 1976)
FAUJ880108 Localized electrical effect (Fauchere et al., 1988)
FAUJ880111 Positive charge (Fauchere et al., 1988)
FAUJ880112 Negative charge (Fauchere et al., 1988)
HUTJ700101 Heat capacity (Hutchens, 1970)
HUTJ700102 Absolute entropy (Hutchens, 1970)
PRAM900101 Hydrophobicity (Prabhakaran, 1990)
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 Factor I has high factor loading scores in size, absolute entropy, 
polarizability parameter, and molecular weight. High scores in 
size and molecular weight indicate association between Factor I 
and volume. Factor I can also be expected to relate to electron 
motion within a molecule due to high factor load scores in abso-
lute entropy and polarizability parameter. Accordingly, Factor I 
represents flexibility of electron movement in relation to volume.
 Factor II signifies polarity. Factor II had high absolute scores 
in residue accessible surface area in folded protein, solvation 
free energy, conformational parameter of beta-structure, aver-
age flexibility indices, positive charge, and negative charge. 
Residue accessible surface area in folded protein score is higher 
in value when an amino acid has polar features. Polar amino 
acids have lower solvation energy values because solvation en-
ergy is inversely proportional to polarity. In addition, lower val-
ues of hydrophobicity based on the AAindex describe amino 
acids with hydrophobic characteristics. Polar amino acids also 
have relatively lower values in conformation parameter of beta-
structure due to the inverse relationship between polarity and 
this parameter.
 Factor III relates to negative charge. Negative charge, local-
ized electrical effect, and a parameter of charge transfer capa-

bility are attributes with high factor loading scores for Factor III. 
These properties are strengthened in the abundance of elec-
trons. Although not to the same degree, Factor III also shares 
attributes with Factor II.
 Factor IV reflects structural flexibility. Optical rotation, con-
formational parameter of inner helix, conformational parame-
ter of beta-turn and steric parameter are characteristics directly 
related to secondary and tertiary structure. Scores for optical 
rotation and conformational parameter of inner helix are high, 
and values for conformational parameter of beta-turn (inverse-
ly proportion to factor IV) are low, when a structure is flexible.
 These four factors are key properties for substitution between 
amino acids in multiple sequence alignment.

Amino acid factor score
Communality value which is the sum of the squared factor 
loading score for each physiochemical property represents the 
variance in a property described by the four factors. As shown 
in Table 2, most properties had high communality values 
( > 0.8) indicating that properties had high factor loading scores 
of at least one factor, and that the four factor model is sufficient. 
However, among the twenty traits, relative mutability had a low 
communality value that did not fit our model, and had a large 
unique component of variability.
 As reported in Table 3, the amino acid factor score was calcu-
lated using the physiochemical property score and rotated fac-
tor loading score. Numerically, the amino acid factor score 
shows the similarity of each amino acid according to each fac-
tor. Unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean clus-
ter analysis (UPGMA) elucidate the distance between amino 
acids at each factor (Figure 2). The distance between amino ac-

Table 2. The VARIMAX rotated factor loading score

Factor
I

Factor
II

Factor
III

Factor
IV

Com.

A parameter of charge transfer 
   donor capability

0.790 0.345 0.082 -0.259 0.816 

Heat capacity 0.814 -0.449 -0.112 0.032 0.877 
Size 0.909 0.031 -0.223 0.145 0.899 
Absolute entropy 0.948 0.134 -0.139 0.130 0.953 
Polarizability parameter 0.954 -0.094 -0.190 -0.006 0.955 
Molecular weight 0.970 0.062 0.071 -0.027 0.950 
Hydrophobicity 0.161 0.834 0.502 0.096 0.983 
Solvation free energy 0.209 -0.837 -0.488 -0.035 0.983 
Residue accessible surface area 
   in folded protein

0.233 0.880 0.338 -0.011 0.943 

Conformational parameter of 
   beta-structure

0.300 -0.743 -0.469 0.241 0.919 

Average flexibility indices -0.412 0.741 0.407 0.019 0.885 
Positive charge 0.418 0.831 -0.061 0.111 0.882 
Negative charge 0.024 0.232 0.870 0.176 0.843 
Localized electrical effect -0.038 0.323 0.792 -0.281 0.811 
A parameter of charge transfer 
   capability

-0.305 0.377 0.740 -0.047 0.785 

Relative mutability -0.466 0.236 0.554 0.320 0.682 
Steric parameter 0.655 -0.473 -0.055 0.477 0.883 
Conformational parameter of 
   beta-turn

-0.083 0.628 0.430 -0.587 0.932 

Optical rotation -0.072 0.270 0.228 0.807 0.781 
Conformational parameter of 
   inner helix

0.234 -0.560 -0.362 0.635 0.902 

Twenty properties with communality (Com.) estimates < 0.8 shown in bold. The in-
terpretation of each factor is given in the text.

Figure 2. Unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean cluster analysis 
of distances computed from the amino acid solution scores from Factors I–IV.
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ids at each of the four factors shows various trends. For exam-
ple, Gly at Factor I has the longest distance to all of the other 
amino acids, but Pro and Cys are separated by the longest dis-
tance at Factor IV. William R. A obtained five factors in his study 
by factor analysis19. Although the interpretation of the five fac-
tors is similar to the results of this study, the order of the factors 
is not the same. Furthermore, the distance between amino ac-
ids is different among similarly defined factors. Because all the 
properties found in the database were not considered in this 
study, interpretation of aforementioned factors was similar but 
there are differences in distances. However, Pro was found to 
be far apart from the other amino acid in both researches.

Construction of substitution matrix
Relative distance between the amino acids was measured by 
node count between two amino acids resulting from dendro-
gram of cluster analysis. Short distances in the dendrogram are 
indistinguishable from each other due to exceptionally long 
distances. However, node distance clearly represents differenc-
es among short distances. The distance from Glu to Pro and the 
distance from Pro to Thr are the same after normalization be-
cause Gly has a very long distance to the other amino acids in 

Factor I. Using node distances, we can clearly distinguish dis-
tances between close amino acids. The distance from Gly to the 
other amino acids in Factor I is two nodes. However, the node 
distance from most amino acids to Gly is around seven nodes. 
In order to use a substitution matrix, these node distances were 
transformed into effective node distances. Effective node dis-
tance matrices of each Factor were calculated with Eq. (3.2). 
Then the BAPS matrix was constructed using the aforemen-
tioned method. BAPS0707 and BAPS0708, among versions 
ranging from widths of 6 to 25, were optimal in sequence align-
ment.

Comparison of BAPS with BLOSUM and PAM
BAPS0707 and BAPS0708 were compared with commonly used 
BLOSUM62 and PAM250 in Figure 3, 4. There are pointed dif-
ferences between the matrices. Almost all of the amino acid self-
pairs have scores more positive in BAPS than in BLOSUM62 
and PAM250. Only Trp in BLOSUM62 and Cys, Trp in PAM250 
have points more positive than points in BAPS. Furthermore, 
many amino acid matches have scores more positive in BAPS 
series than in the other matrices. For example, the scores for el-
ements QC, TP, PC in BLOSUM62, and QC, FD, VW, PC in 

Table 3. Four factor solution scores for the 20 selected amino acid attributes

Amino
  acid

Factor
I

Factor
II

Factor
III

Factor
IV

Amino
  acid

Factor
I

Factor
II

Factor
III

Factor
IV

Ala -4.053 -4.628 -3.396 2.039 Leu 0.717 -6.047 -4.792 1.902 
Arg 3.467 4.626 -0.122 0.673 Lys 3.551 2.959 -1.129 0.801 
Asn -1.478 2.272 2.076 -0.562 Met 3.599 -5.896 -4.243 1.331 
Asp -3.716 2.579 4.684 0.202 Phe 3.438 -5.632 -4.744 0.243 
Cys 0.220 -1.836 -1.520 -1.730 Pro -2.800 -0.579 -1.652 -2.287 
Gln 0.790 0.131 -0.852 0.475 Ser -4.660 0.032 0.371 -0.369 
Glu -2.141 1.010 2.812 1.747 Thr -2.649 -2.281 -1.937 0.065 
Gly -7.666 0.307 0.358 -1.148 Trp 5.385 -4.267 -4.376 -0.608 
His 4.339 -1.055 -2.623 -0.044 Tyr 3.442 -2.048 -2.701 -0.268 
Ile -0.100 -5.774 -4.229 2.743 Val -1.009 -5.891 -4.320 2.261 

Figure 3. The difference matrix (Upper) obtained by subtracting the BLOUSM62 
from BPAS0707 entry by entry. The difference matrix (Lower) obtained by sub-
tracting the PAM250 from BPAS0707 entry by entry.

Figure 4. The difference matrix (Upper) obtained by subtracting the BLOUSM62 
from BPAS0708 entry by entry. The difference matrix (Lower) obtained by sub-
tracting the PAM250 from BPAS0708 entry by entry.
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PAM250 are four bits and six bits more negative than in BAPS 
matrices. On the other hand, KE in BLOSUM62, and YF in 
PAM250 have scores six bits more negative than in BAPS matri-
ces. Substitution between Pro and Cys was more tolerable in 
BPAS series than in BLOSUM62 and PAM250. Although the 
majority of scores are more positive in BAPS than in other ma-
trices, as shown in Figure 5, these scores are located in the cen-
tral portion of the distribution of elements. Thus, higher scores 
in BAPS indicate relevant and important highly conserved re-
gions. On the other hand, low scores signify substitutions that 
disrupt conformation and structure. The correlation between 
BAPS and BLOSUM62 was 0.84 and the correlation between 
BAPS and PAM was 0.70. These values indicate high correla-
tion.

Validation of new substitution matrices
Detection of homologous pairs

Homologous pairs were searched with 103 yeast queries in 
6,433 yeast sequences. As shown in Table 4, the results of this 
search showed that BAPS matrices were sufficiently better than 
the Genetic code and Identity matrix. However, the BAPS ma-

trices had a slightly lower ROC50 value than BLOSUM and PAM 
matrices. Although in this study the PAM70 ROC50 value was a 
little better than the PAM250 value, this result was contrary to 
the results found in the Weija study15, which used their own da-
tabase search program. This means that the ROC50 value de-
pends on the specific database search program. Therefore, the 
gap between BAPS and PAM is not significant, and this suggests 
similar efficiency.

Comparison of structural alignment and sequence alignment

When the substitution matrix is sensitive to structural confor-
mation components, we can expect sequence alignment results 
to be closer to structural alignment results. BAPS matrices were 
compared with the structural alignment data from homologous 
structure alignment database (HOMSTRAD) for further valida-
tion. Average ratio of miss counts in a set was measured with 88 
data sets (Figure 6). ClustalW2 and Muscle, commonly used to 
align sequences, were used to align test set sequences. Clust-
alW220 is a popular MSA tool that is easy to use and is suitable 
for medium alignments21. This program was recently upgraded 
to version 2.122. Muscle23 on the other hand is known for fast 
and accurate results21. Both programs allow the utilization of 
user matrices. In ClustalW2, BAPS matrices have a better or 
similar accuracy in comparison to other matrices excluding 
BLOSUM62. BAPS matrices, having fewer miss counts, were es-
pecially more accurate than PAM250 (Figure 6A). PAM250 is the 
substitution matrix mainly used within the PAM series24. How-
ever, when using Muscle, the accuracy of the PAM series was 
slightly greater than the BAPS matrices (Figure 6B).
 Miss percentage is dependent on the length of the consensus 
region in each test set. Therefore, as shown in Table 5, BAPS 
matrices were correctly evaluated by aligning sequences 
against other test sets with consensus columns above 100. 
BLOSUM series obtained positive results from both programs. 

Table 4. Comparison of average ROC50 value

Alignment Method Average ROC50

Matrix name BLOSUM62 BLOSUM45 GONNET PAM70 PAM250

Striped 0.8382 0.8329 0.8350 0.8064 0.7986 
BLAST 0.8524 0.8603 - 0.7842 0.7830 

Matrix name Genetic code Identity BAPS0707 BAPS0708

Striped 0.5223 0.5914 0.7673 0.7587 
BLAST - - - -

Striped (Smith-Waterman implementations) program was used to compare average 
ROC50 values. BLAST program results similar to Striped results. BLSOUSM62 was 
better than BLSOUM45 using Striped, but the opposite result can be when using 
BLAST. BLOSUM62, BLOSUM45, PAM70, and PAM250 were tested with BLAST us-
ing the BLAST program option and were not modified with median zero.
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In Muscle, PAM and BLOSUM series had a lower average miss 
ratio than BAPS series. However, BAPS series had better accu-
racy in comparison to the Gonnet matrix, PAM series, genetic 
code matrix and identity matrix in ClustalW2. Gonnet matrix, 
the default matrix in ClustalW2, had a higher miss ratio than in 
BAPS series.
 Comparing the structural alignment validations produced 
different results according to the alignment program used (Fig-
ure 6 and Table 5). BAPS had a miss ratio higher in ClustalW2 
than in Muscle. ClustalW2 and Muscle differ in default gab-
open and gab-extension penalty values. The default gab-open 
value is -10, and gab-extension penalty is -0.20 in ClustalW2. 
Muscle, on the other hand, uses the profile scoring function 
(log-expectation score is defaulted) for gab-open and gab-ex-
tension penalty. After the sequence alignment tools were made 
and developed, the programs were evaluated by using general 
scoring matrices like BLOSUM or PAM series. Therefore, many 
kinds of option values are suitable for these matrices. As accu-
racy improves according to the alignment program, BLOSUM 
and PAM have more of advantages. To evaluate these matrices, 
impartial alignment programs may be needed in the future.
 In the ROC50 test, BAPS scored lower than the PAM and 

BLOSUM series. However, comparing the result of the structur-
al alignment test BAPS scored similarly or better than the PAM 
series. This means that the BLOSUM series and PAM series, 
which uses statistical information, is better suited for sequence 
homology search in the database, but is lacking when compar-
ing protein structure. For this reason, the BAPS had a lower 
score in the ROC50 test, but since BAPS is based on the physio-
chemical properties of amino acid, it is more appropriate for 
protein structure comparison. Thus there may be a need to 
modify the method of James O.25 to improve the accuracy of se-
quence homology search.
 

CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

A novel statistical approach was developed that rearranged 
amino acid relationships using PCA frequency information 
from the BLOCKS database25. New principle components were 
interpreted and the similarities in amino acids were measured. 
It was a new approach that applied PCA but only part of the re-
sults interpreted. Another method that proposed a solution for 
the metric problem concerning sequence alignment was intro-
duced later19. New attribute physicochemical properties factors 
were defined with factor analysis using the physicochemical 
properties of amino acids from the AAindex database. Then, 
similarities in factor scores for each amino acid were analyzed. 
Though this research used factor analysis to find new attributes, 
it was not directly applied to sequence analysis.
 Our research defines similarities between amino acids in 
multiple sequence alignment by adopting the statistical meth-
ods used in the previous study. These similarities were then ap-
plied to the developing substitution matrix. The physiochemical 
properties, Factor I, II, III, and IV, greatly influence the result of 
sequence alignment. The matrices, made by using these rela-
tionships between amino acids, not only have statistical infor-
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Table 5. Average miss ratio when comparing structural alignment

Matrix name Genetic code Identity BLOSUM45 BLOSUM62 GONNET

ClustalW2.1 0.58 0.45 0.27 0.24 0.30 
MUSCLE 0.58 0.74 0.24 0.24 0.25 

Matrix name PAM70 PAM250 BAPS0707 BAPS0708

ClustalW2.1 0.31 0.34 0.29 0.29 
MUSCLE 0.28 0.28 0.32 0.33 

The test set contained families selected from the HOSTRAD database with number of 
structures greater than 2, average length above 50, average identity ranging from 25 
to 50, and consensus regions above 100. The test set is composed of 89 families 
and the total number of consensus regions is 14,410.
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mation on substitution but also represent each amino acid’s 
physiochemical properties. The BAPS series contain informa-
tion that is different than the most widely used BLOSUM series 
and PAM series. In future studies, the chosen key attributes need 
to be redefined in more detail using other selected properties 
and a new filtering method of effective counts from blocks.
 Our study introduces an approach to extract key amino acid 
properties for sequence alignment by merging multiple se-
quence alignment databases with physiochemical properties 
database. However, due to novel techniques used in this study, 
further improvements can be made in our filtering methods. In 
the future, we expect to fine tune BAPS and use it in junction 
with sequence alignment programs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Effective Amino Acid Type Frequencies from the BLOCKS 
Database
There are 774,565 multiple sequence alignment columns in the 
BLOCKS database (Version 14.3, April 2007)26. Effective counts 
of amino acid type in the columns of each family were estimat-
ed using the method applied from independent counts25. Brief-
ly, the Effective count, Neff(c, a), in each family is calculated ac-
cording to Eq. (1.1), with column position and amino acid type 
represent by the letter c and a, respectively. Ntype(c, a) is the aver-
age amino acid number in a position within a block when the 
amino acid a is in position c in the block within a family.

(1.1)

 Effective frequencies fc, a of each amino acid type a at the col-
umn position c is calculated by Eq. (1.2) 25.

(1.2)

Selection of meaningful aligned columns
Significant columns were selected from the 774,565 columns 
using methods stated in the previous article25. The 774,565 col-
umns were sorted by total Neff, and then divided into 70 groups 
each with 11,064 columns (70th group has 11,149 columns). 
Two graphs were created in order to access the characteristics 
of each column group: the plothydro graph was constructed by 
plotting mean hydrophobicity values versus mean total Neff val-
ues and the plotsize graph was constructed by plotting mean size 
values versus mean total Neff values. These plots were divided 
objectively into three regions. Divisions were based on three 

least-squared linear fits on all points. The columns in the thick-
est region of the plot have high total Neff values. This signifies 
that these columns have a varied array of amino acids and are 
subsequently less conserved. On the other hand, columns with 
low Neff values, found in the thinnest region, lack amino acid di-
versity and are well conserved. Data selected by significant in-
formation concerning amino acid substitution, was the basis 
for continued analysis. Low Neff columns were excluded be-
cause these columns are well conserved yielding minimal ami-
no acid substitution information. Additionally, the high Neff col-
umns were excluded because substitution information is vague 
and can contribute to noise that can hinder future analysis due 
to varying amino acid content. The column groups residing in 
the common middle region of both the plothydro and plotsize 
graphs were selected and analyzed. There are 387,240 columns 
in the 35 groups, and total Neff values ranged from 20.49 to 
439.36. 

Selection and standardization of amino acid properties 
for protein structure
The amino acid index is a set of 20 numerical values that repre-
sent distinct physiochemical and biochemical properties of an 
amino acid27,28. The properties for this study were selected from 
the 544 amino acid indices indicated in the online database 
(AAindex, www.genome.jp/aaindex). The online database con-
tains amino acid indices describing general properties includ-
ing hydrophobicity, size and polarity, as well as specific mea-
sured properties such as average side chain orientation angle. 
For this study, as shown in Table 1, twenty properties pertaining 
to protein conformation and structure were selected from the 
aforementioned database. In order to understand the influence 
of each amino acid on secondary structure formation and pro-
tein structure, the conformational parameters for inner helix, 
beta-structure and beta-turn were selected. Average flexibility 
and optical rotation were chosen because of their effects on 
protein folding. Indices related to energy and structure stability 
such as heat capacity, absolute entropy, solvation free energy 
and localized electrical effect were selected. Other properties 
that effect protein structure conformation including steric pa-
rameter, polarizability, charge transfer capability, charge trans-
fer donor capability, residue accessible surface area in folded 
protein29, were also selected30-33. Additionally, basic amino acid 
characteristics like size, molecular weight, positive charge and 
negative charge were selected34. Finally, relative mutability, val-
ues concerning substitution possibility, was chosen. Selected 
properties were standardized due to the different units corre-
sponding to each property with min-max normalization taking 
into consideration transform values from Eq. (2.1). The mini-
mum and maximum values were 0.05 and 1 respectively, in or-
der to create an effective frequency range.

Neff (c, a) =
 ln (1.0 −  

Ntype (c, a))                                                     20
                                      ln (0.95)

              Neff (c, a)
f a

c =  
          ∑20        Neff (c, a)
                      

a = 1
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Transfer of amino acid frequency to physiochemical 
property form
The physiochemical properties that influence substitution of 
amino acids were accessed through calculations using Eq. (2.1). 
Transform value, T(c, i), was calculated by the effective frequen-
cies fc, a of each amino acid in column and the selected physio-
chemical properties pi, a.

(2.1)

 When substitution of an amino acid in a column occurred, 
transform values were either high or low depending on the se-
lected twenty amino acid properties. The transform score re-
flects key characteristics of a particular amino acid substitution 
in a multiple sequence alignment.

Factor analysis with principle components analysis
Factor analysis was used to make a subset that describes nu-
merically the multitude of variables filtered by the columns35. 
Meaningful relationships, amidst numerous data, can be deter-
mined by comparing factors with fewer dimensions. Factors 
were calculated using PCA. The principle components were 
derived from the eigenvector of a 20 by 20 correlation matrix 
calculated according to the transform value of each column 
and its selected properties. SAS program (version 9.1) was uti-
lized to operate factor analysis with PCA. Factor loading scores 
were obtained using factor analysis results rotated by varimax. 
Each factor was interoperated based on factor loading scores.

Construction of substitution matrix with amino acid factor 
scores
The amino acid factor score, representing the similarity of each 
amino acid according to each factor, S(a,i), was calculated with 
Eq. (3.1). Physiochemical property score, P(j,a), and the rotated 
factor loading score of each property, were used to calculate 
S(a,i). Physiochemical property scores were normalized by 
min-max factor loading scores ranging from -1 to +1.

(3.1)

 A dendrogram was constructed with amino acid factor 
scores using UPGMA. The number of nodes, node distances 
Dn, was counted from one amino acid to either another amino 
acid or a group containing another amino acid. Then, the effec-
tive node distance, Deff, for each amino acid was calculated with 
Eq. (3.2).  D̃n denotes the median of i or j row.

(3.2)

 Four effective node distance matrices of each factor were av-
eraged and normalized with min-max normalization and 
rounded to an integer scale to finally produce our BAPS matrix.

Matrix evaluation
Homologues sequence search

BAPS matrices were compared with other matrices by local 
alignment for validation. The medians of matrices were sub-
tracted from all elements in each matrix to compare the matri-
ces15. The test was progressed by using Cygwin (version 
2.320.2.2) with yeast database containing 6,433 protein se-
quences. Query sequence set has 103 sequences, and their true 
positives were identified and used by experts from the previous 
studies15,36. Query set that includes true positive and yeast data-
base were downloaded from ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/impala/
blast test which was updated on April, 2004.
 The homologous sequences of the 103 queries were searched 
from the yeast database by using Striped Smith–Waterman lo-
cal alignment37 with the following matrices: genetic code ma-
trix, identity matrix, PAM70, PAM250, BLOSUM45, BLOSUM62, 
BAPS0707, and BAPS0708. After the local alignment scores of 
each query were calculated, ROC score was computed to com-
pare the accuracy38. ROC50 value was calculated with Eq. (4.1) 
according to the true positive hits lists from alignment score 
sorted in descending order15. ti is the number of the true posi-
tive that comes out until the ith false positive.

(4.1)

Structural alignment comparison

Sequence alignment results were compared with the alignment 
result of three-dimensional structure to validate the sequence 
alignment accuracy. Sequence alignment test compares multi-
ple alignments of known structures with sequence alignment 
results. This test was used by Lipman et al. to validate the multi-
ple alignment programs, MSA, with three serine proteases 
which have a known three-dimensional structure39. BLOSUM 
matrix was also tested with serine proteases8.
 Two structural alignment test sets were brought from the 
HOMSTRAD which contains protein structure alignments of 
homologous families (http://tardis.nibio.go.jp/ homstrad/)40. 
One test set was selected using the following conditions: aver-
age length greater than fifty, number of sequences from three 
to eight, and average identity ranging from 31% to 40%. The 
other test set had different condition; number of sequences 
greater than two, average identity ranging from 25% to 50%, and 

            n

S a
i =  ∑ Pa

j  F i
j

                   j = 1

                           1     Dn (i, j)        Dn (j, i)   
Deff (i, j) =  − − (                   +                    )                           2       D̃n (i)            D̃n (j) 

                    
1

      n
ROCn =  —  ∑ ti

                   
nT

   i = 0

            20

T a
i =  ∑ f a

c  p a
i 

                   a = 1
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length of consensus region greater than 100. The consensus 
secondary structure was labeled on the structural alignment for 
each family of HOMSTRAD. Unmatched columns in the con-
sensus region were counted by comparing sequence and struc-
ture alignment40. The matrices evaluated by the ROC test were 
compared. Two multiple sequence alignment, ClustalW2 (ver-
sion 2.520.2.2)20,22 and Muscle23, programs that can use user 
matrices were operated for validation.
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